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Adoration the word defined by many usually in Christianity in relation with Jesus the prophet and the Son of God 

for those that believe in the Son of God turn as an enhancement toward the virgin Mary as the cradler and yet, 

the passer-on.  Those that believe it’s the cradler/the passer-on all people included- to the point of No religious 

affiliation.  The transfer of a transcendental transcending of; it’s the Of; an understanding, acceptable 

understanding of a comfortable, passive, security- maybe a stop forward  to a life after a physical death. It’s the 

embody, not embodiment of the contained vessel that holds a spirit.   Spirit defined as the brain that shows the 

humanistic characters and displays of the disposition of an individual of living in life.  It’s the make- up of the 

personality, the inner you (not the psychological Id, EGO and Super EGO - some refer too so often).  Various 

individuals believe science belief is a strong understanding that the way the smallest of cells inner connect 

within the brain is the only spirit that can exist.  The alignment of cells at the cellular level in the physical make-

up has come from who we are, what we are here (exist) for those of strong influence (not always in books-

history, ect).  Ignorance can be placed in strong ignorant personalities as well as those that are present as such 

as not.  When problems are formed, some constructed by vociferous displays of brutality display, at times may 

occur, hormonal charge of looking at power through use of a statement  that is not clarified to many place 

words that bring about a monopoly of an exchange, to those known and unknown to stand out among the 

others and future.  Problems though thought of are the cause; many aware of the cause and those not always 

aware; i.e. strong voices that wait in spacious shadows that bounce out only to strengthen a behavior – negative 

or positive can happen. Its certain intervals in agreement within or without consent to an individual positioned 

in place of displacement.  A threat to an individual that causes individual physical harm to an individual in its 

constraints of the harmful act in itself does process and pulls emotions of an inner quality that brings the 

displacement of the situation in perspective of lack of control harnessed and dealt with. It’s the selective 

automatic response of looking for the main care/comfort giver of the past – usually Mom or Dad is voiced or not 

voiced.  Where does it come from the comfort?  Was it the caregiver? Could it not be God that transcended 

delivered the comfort to care as the care giver? Would it not be the one to pass down from each individual the 

compassion whether it be Mom and Dad, Nanna, Uncle or an Aunt that passes the comfort, secure feeling from 

one to another?  For a belief for many, it’s the one strength of God that passes onto individuals to individuals; 

from the care giver that becomes the cradler to pass to an individual born of humanity.  It’s the emotional 

safety/comfort to pass on with the careful touch of a hold so secure that no harm could even be a thought 

passes. It’s the harmful thoughts and outside environmental society totally ABSENT of.  SECURITY/COMFORT of a 

confident of a peacefulness that is not duplicated elsewhere emerges that is searched for in each individual; 

aware of or not.  The word “Mom or Dad, ect.” symbolizes expelled/yelled voiced called upon becomes the 

request, the asking for the comfort of God’s hand that was represented by others (the cradler, the care giver, 

the passer-on) that became representation of the past emotional state that was experienced; held onto.  For 

many it would be the rescue word as symbolic for the emotional state requested to sooth a present 

uncontrollable situation that was not prevented – accidental or on purpose or both happens.  There are those 

that look elsewhere for the security of the confident of a peacefulness that pass from individual to individual of 

the earth bound care-giver and directly request a supreme being of a God(s) called out; all relevant to looking 

for an answer to take away the displacement, discomfort at whatever the level (lowest to extreme). 


